Co-existence of frataxin and cardiac troponin T gene mutations in a child with Friedreich Ataxia and familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Friedreich Ataxia (FA) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterised by progressive gait disturbance, dysarthria, dysmetria and other coordination disorders. The genetic defect is represented by an expansion of GAA repeats in the frataxin gene (FRDA or X25). Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy is a common finding in FA, and it is widely recognised as specific for the diagnosis of disease status. In this study, we report the co-existence, in a 5-year old boy with FA, of a double mutation in two distinct genes [X25 (A allele: 850 triplets; B allele: 1000 triplets), and cardiac troponin T (TNNT2) (287G>A)]. TNNT2 gene mutations have been previously identified in individuals with a familial form of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (FHC), an autosomal dominant inherited disease characterised by unexplained cardiac hypertrophy and high incidence of sudden death. Although we cannot rule out the impact of each gene defect on cardiac morphology, it is of interest that these two mechanisms may be acting in a synergistic fashion to produce the extreme degree of cardiac hypertrophy detected in the child. This is, to our knowledge, the first description of a double gene defect in individuals with FA and FHC.